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Braden Systems for
Gas Turbines.. .·. .

thc nation to deliver power, thus they feel that they do not full under
these new regulations. Some of the e smaller- to medium-sized
organizations might also find d,ese new regulations challenging due to
the technical c;\pertise, manpower and budget needed to rackIe some
of these requirements. I think there will be some stricter guidance on
who is and isn't covered by the regulations and unfortunatel)' some
of these mall to medium-sized organizations will find that the will
have to comply.

PE: Can you provide some detail as to the technical problems
and issues posed by balancing the advantages opeD SCADA
systems provide to asset owners and the need for security?
Woods: Many times security wiU come at the COSt of ease and
usability. So if security imposed on a system makes it less usable, the
operator i more prone to error. For example, let's sayan engineer has
to access a SCADA system ITom a substation. In the pre-ClP days
maybe he could pull it up 1T0m the terminal in the field. But under
CIP, he may have to connect via VP to the Electronic Security
Perimeter u ing two-fitctor authentication before being able to access
the systems. That's not such a big burden ifit is a rare occurrence and
if the engineer isn't under any stress.
But in an emergency, there may be any number of issues he's
dealing with, ITom dropped connections to forgetting a recendy
changed password to getting locked out ofa system. Maybe he finally
gets to d,e screen he needs to use but has to cut some of his odler
procedures short which ensure the safety and security of dle bulk
power system. That could exacerbate an existing problem with the
grid rather than make it better.-5tcve Blankinship
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For over 40 years, Braden has designed,
engineered and manufactured hundreds of GT
auxiliary systems as the preferred supplier for
turbine OEMs.

Comprehensive Retrofit Solutions
Braden's full array of engineers (structural,
mechanical, electrical and acousticall scrutinize
every aspect of your retrofit design. Braden also
installs complete intake and exhaust systems.
• Air Filtration
• Inlet Cooling/Heating
• Silencing
Exhaust & Inlet
Ductwork
Diverter Dampers

• Expansion Joints
• Bypass Stacks
• Diffusers and Plenums
Installation
• Inspection and
Reporting Services
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A symbiosis of chemistry and physics might someday remove
emissions ITom coal-including carbon dioxide (CO,)-more
efficiendy than is being done today while producing revenue streams
for the pure concentrations of materials removed. The concept has
evolved ITom an unusual fusion of chemistry and aerodynamics and
the scientists/engineers behind the idea have enough credibility to
merit a close look at their idea.
The group of physicists and engineers with backgrounds in
aerospace science and aerodynamics has invented d,e enabling
technology that causes extremely rapid reactions designed to match
select pollutants widl select reagents that their chemical engineer coinventors have developed. The process removes virtually all pollutant
and other materials from coal when burned. The inventors believe
the process can also produce commercial grade end-products in large
quantities, meaning the process can become a profit center instead of
a cost center.
Products that can be captured in high concentrations include
barium, vanadium, aluminum, uranium, selenium, potassium sulfitte,
potassium nitrate (used in fertilizers) and CO,. The process aims to
remove coal combustion emissions ofS0 2, NOx and mereury at levels
above 99 percent. Developers believe the process encourages burning
cheaper, high sulfur coals such as Illinois Ba in coal and Texas lignite,
as weU a waste coals, agricultural and animal wastes and municipal
biomass wa tes.
Key to the process is aerodynamic physics, which enables and
complements d,e chemical reaction. The process injects a slipstream
ofsteam at super onic velocity into a relatively slow moving flue gas.
Atomizing nozzles direct small liquid droplets of select reagents
into a supersonic shock wave region. When the droplets contact the
supersonic shock waves, they shatter into extremely small droplets
and envelope whatever target compound-molecules in d,e flue gas
they contact. After reforming into spherical shapes, thcy are then
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::u:;celerated by the shock wal'es at high speed to an in-line subsonic nozzle
fomling an ejtemr pump that furces the emission-laden gas and the fine
liquid droplet'S to pass through the subsonic nOlzle.

Turbulent conditions within tlH: subsonic free jt:t allow droplets
containing the sub-mkronic particul.:ltes and aerosols to grow rapidly.
This is because those conditions create multiple collisions, impactions,
nucleations, cllI'c1opmcm and furdlcr condcns::uion. Such a condition of
rapid drop in pressure and temper:lIure resembles an "aerospace" reaction,
which allows extremely close contact and mixing of the molecules with
each other and promotes the reactions that form the desired liquid reaction
product. The droplets quickl~' grow large enough to be casil)' separated
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from the effluem gas stream. Sep~ration of the produCl-containing liquid
from the remainder ofthe flue gas is performed by an ~erodyn~mic coolescer
in the system.
CEFCO-shon for C1e~n Energy Fuels-was formed to furtherdevelop
~nd commercialize dle process.
"Current technologies for carbon capture and sequestration (CCS)
and air quality control syStems (AQCS) are dominated by conventional
chemistry ~nd thermodynamics," said CEFCO chairman Don Degling.
Current technologies require heat or energy input and the use ofchemical
reactants O\-er time in one 01" more \xJ.tch-like processes. And tht)' often
require using catalysts to m~ke one or more chemical reaClions produce
specific resu Its.
"Very often in large batch proccssessome chemicals produceside reactions
that compromise the intended purpose," said Degling. "That requires
additional steps to isolate or eliminate undesirable results and neutralize
side reactions." He said the CEFCO process c~n remove any chemical
compound in cool and produce it as a product in pure concentrations. And
it can do it efficientl}' arw:l cheaply_ Parasi[ic load is about 10 percent with a
"cry low drop in total system pressure.
While de\-elopers of the CEFCO process emphasize its ability to
efficiently remove all materials in pure concentrations, COl is what generates
most attention today. Degling said the same aerodynamic mechanism
that removes other emissions is also used for COr "The only difference
is a small number of target-selection parameters and the exact chemical
reagents used," he said. Conventional catalysts IVQlJld not be needed.
Furthermore, the space and footprint fur the system would be a fraction of
current conventional designs because all the multi-chambered combined
reaction "dwell-times" will be designed to be: less than five seconds in the
travel ofthe Aue gas from the eleCtrOStatic precipitator to the flue stack,
A process engineer's independent el':l.lualion led it to beliC\'e the CEFCO
process could solve many problems that now exist with using coal cleanly.
The process engineer plans to modularize the system design to treat flue
gas emission streams from up to 200 MW. The modularization will allow
combining units in multiple parallel tandems 10 retrofit existing plants or
for nC\v J!O'I'er plants ofany size. Thus plants of 1,000 MW or 5,000 MW
could be treated by such tandem combinations.
The next challenge is to combine SC\'eral known technologies into a fully
inregrated system fur total pollution man~gement and carbon capture.
A small-scale pilol: test fucilit}' capable of processing 100 or 250 IOO/min
of flue gas is now needed to demonstrate practical ~pplkation_-Ste,'e
Blankinship

Business Briefs
Rather than engage in a potentially lengthy legal \xJ.tue, Energy Future
Holdings has signed a deal with the Sierra Club negotiated by Public
Citizen to install m~ximum achievable control technology for mc:rcury
emissions on two new coal units at its Oak Grove site in T~as.
Emerson Process Management and Fluor Corp. will jointly develop
use processes to imprOI'e management and execution of capital
projects. As a Fluor preferred autom~[ion and conuo! supplier, Emerson
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